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Background
There are a wide variety of interlocking systems in use in railway 
networks worldwide. The system found on any particular route 
depends on a number of factors, often representing the most 
commonly used technology (of that particular era) at the time of 
installation or of the last renewal (mechanical, electro-mechanical, 
relay based, electronic), but also influenced by local standards, 
overall system architecture, local resource availability (and its 
technical maturity) and the peripheral systems to which the 
interlocking interfaces. The key issue is that many non-Computer 
Based Interlockings (non-CBIs) remain in service, often with a 
long remaining service life. Indeed there are examples of quite 
recently constructed relay based interlockings such as Zwolle in 
the Netherlands and even very large scale installations such as 
Delhi Central Station in India.
ERTMS/ETCS is today’s most accepted standard for ‘heavy rail’ 

train control systems/ATP, mandated by Directives within the 
European Union for all new mainline railway routes and for most 
existing routes when renewed or upgraded.    
More and more countries and railway companies are, or are 

considering, introducing ETCS for at least some railway routes. 
Countries such as Denmark, Norway and Switzerland are 
committed/committing to national network roll out. Key freight 
routes or ‘corridors’ of the Trans European Network (TEN) are 
or are being fitted with ETCS to facilitate the free movement of 
freight traffic without the need for changing locos and/or train 
crews at borders.
Most readers will be familiar with the three ETCS Levels or 

architectures. Level 1 relies entirely on local (and therefore 
intermittent) communication between the signalling system and 

the train with all calculations regarding safe movement of the 
train done in the on-board EVC (European Vital Computer) . The 
problem with Level 1 is that it can be expensive to implement, 
particularly if local headway/capacity is to be maintained which 
may require a lot of local ‘infill’ communications. In the case of 
ETCS Level 2 or 3, a Radio Block Centre (RBC) is used which 
continually monitors train movements over a wider area and 
passes safe movement authority information to the trains via the 
GSM-R radio. To do that the RBC has to be interfaced to the 
interlocking system, be that new or old. In general, suppliers 
have favoured connecting to CBIs which come from the same 
technology generation as the RBCs and are therefore easier to 
interface. Where other technology interlockings are present in 
a route to be ETCS fitted, it is usually recommended to renew 
them with a modern CBI but Infrastructure Managers (IMs) are 
sometimes reluctant to do that particularly if limited renewal 
funds are available. Renewing an asset which still has many years 
of residual life is, to say the least, undesirable and certainly does 
not sit comfortably with a whole life cost asset management 
philosophy, possibly requiring a write-off of the book value of 
the existing asset. There has therefore been a lot of pressure 
from IMs on the suppliers to provide the ability to overlay ETCS 
Level 2 onto relay interlockings in particular.
Note that this paper will make no further reference to Level 3; 

the principal objective of that architecture is to eliminate most 
lineside infrastructure so implementation as an overlay makes 
no sense. Also, the Level 3 architecture relies on train position 
information being tracked by the train borne equipment and 
reported back to the interlocking via the RBC, thus requiring 
bi-directional communication which is not readily available with a 
non-CBI.
Sufficient projects have now been completed by different 

suppliers to be able to state quite clearly and categorically that 
ETCS Level 2 over relay interlockings is not only feasible but 
is also proven. However, the use of what is, in effect, mixed 
technology generations does have some drawbacks and 
limitations and this paper attempts to set out some general 
guidance of the “do’s & don’ts” in implementing such schemes.

Introduction
To become more competitive compared to road transport is 
a big challenge for railways. Because of the long history of 
national railway companies, with different operational rules and 
technical solutions, the railway sector is still far away from having 
a standardised railway system within a whole region, e.g. Europe, 
South-East Asia etc.
It is clear that if a standardised railway signalling system and 

operational rules could be achieved, a lot of operating cost could 
be saved. Further, transit times for international freight would 
be significantly reduced making rail more competitive with road 
in both cost and journey time terms. However, it is also very 
clear that the complete implementation of such a new system to 
existing railway networks would be extremely costly and complex 
and require a very long implementation time. The initiative to 

Many lines worldwide would benefit from the adoption of 
technology including ETCS, but have relay interlockings that are 
not life-expired, such as the examples in Poland pictured above. 
The IRSE International Technical Committee has investigated 
current approaches to interfacing ETCS level 2 to existing 
interlockings. Rod Muttram and Beat Keller explain the ITC’s 
findings.
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bring ‘interoperability’ to Europe’s railways is already more than 
two decades old but is still many years from being completed. 
ETCS is a big step towards such a standardisation and for new 
build high speed lines has been widely adopted in places as far 
apart as Spain and China.
In the early days of writing the ERTMS/ETCS Specifications a 

debate took place on how comprehensive the standardisation 
should be: standardisation of the air gap between train and 
infrastructure only, additional standardisation of the interfaces 
between major components of the train control system and full 
standardisation to a common technology solution. These were 
respectively known as the ‘Black box’, ‘Grey box’ and ‘White box’ 
solutions. The railways favoured the Grey or White box solution 
which they saw as more favourable to opening up competition 
in the spares and re-supply market; Industry favoured Black box 
as they did not want to have to re-train all their staff and saw 
themselves as competing on technical excellence, not just cost. 
Many saw the black box case as quicker to implement. 
The European Commission chose ‘black box’ (given that the 

specifications are really only just becoming mature more than 
20 years later, it is tempting to speculate how long it might 
have taken if ‘grey box’ or ‘white box’ had been chosen). As a 
consequence, for ETCS Level 2, the interface between RBC and 
any interlocking system is not standardised.  
Because of the wide range of existing and disparate interlocking 

solutions a standardisation of the RBC/interlocking interface 
would (anyway) have been very difficult for existing interlockings; 
the solution has often been to replace all, or at least most, of the 
existing interlocking systems with new electronic types capable 
of more readily interfacing to an RBC. This can raise difficult 
economic questions particularly where the existing interlocking 
assets still have a long predicted life perhaps with a high ‘book 
value’ which would need to be written off. Another potential 
downside of standardising the RBC to CBI interface is that this 
would also tend to fix the partitioning of functions between RBC 
and CBI which might make it more difficult to interface RBCs to 
older generation interlockings (both CBI and non-CBI). 
Further difficulties can also arise within some Infrastructure 

Managers or within integrated railways where responsibility 
for the wayside part of train protection such as ETCS and for 
Interlockings falls to different entities or departments. Careful 
coordination and alignment of all involved entities is needed.
Railway companies introducing ETCS Level 2 onto their network 

must therefore decide whether to replace some or all of the 
existing interlocking systems or to invest in complex and invasive 
adaptations to existing interlocking systems to achieve the 
interface to the RBC. This question was discussed generally (and 
more specifically for Finland) by Laura Järvinen’s IRSE Aspect 
2012 paper in London on 11 September 2012.
The same subject is picked up in this article with an emphasis on 

lessons learned from projects executed to date.

Interfacing between interlocking systems  
and an RBc
Existing electronic interlockings - ‘ETCS L2 ready’
Most up-to-date electronic interlocking types can be considered 
ETCS Level 2 interface ready. Most of the major manufacturers 
have systems running between their own platforms and as 
far back as the Olten-Luzern L2 pilot line in the late 1990’s/
early 2000’s a RBC from one manufacturer was interfaced to an 
electronic interlocking from another.
For electronic interlocking types, a number of proprietary 

protocols exist for the ‘communication layer’ interface between 
RBC and interlocking. Siemens, Thales and some other suppliers 
use a protocol called RaSTA (formerly known as SAHARA) which 

DB Netz and its suppliers would like to evolve and promote 
as a standard . Bombardier has a detailed specification based 
on Subset-98 (which was originally developed for RBC/RBC 
communication and has also been used by Alstom and Ansaldo/
Hitachi) for the interface between its current RBC and CBI both 
of which run on its largely COTS (commercial off the shelf) based 
generic safety platform.
Normally, some requirements for the communication between 

interlocking and RBC still have to be defined for a particular 
project/installation based on additions/modifications to the 
chosen protocol, with this having to be realised in both sub-
systems and, of course, tested together in detail.

Existing interlocking – ‘not ETCS L2 ready’
Many older electronic interlockings, nearly all relay interlockings 
and probably all electro-mechanical or mechanical interlocking 
types are not ready for ETCS L2, i.e. to interface to an RBC. 
Most will not have a communications bus of any kind to allow 
communication with other systems, although control of relay 
interlockings from centralised locations has been practised for 
many years using several proprietary communications systems 
for commanding routes and bringing back indications. These 
are rarely suitable for RBC communications either in terms of 
message format, or safety integrity. 

So, where an existing relay interlocking needs to remain 
in operation for economic reasons, it must be modified or 
upgraded to be able to interact with the RBC. Since the status 
of relay interlockings can be read but their logic is essentially 
‘hardwired’ and cannot be remotely modified it follows that 
without significant changes the interaction will be uni-directional, 
viz only from interlocking to RBC. 

Siemens and Bombardier have found the simplest solution is 
to use an intermediate vital computer as a gateway to pick up 
information from the relay interlocking and translate that into 
a form more suitable for communication with an RBC. ADIF 
has adopted a similar approach for its suburban lines in Spain 
equipped with ETCS. The authors believe that this is always 
likely to be more cost effective than attempting to interface the 
RBC directly using any kind of hardwired electronics. This does 
not mean that some other additional hardware can be avoided, 
particularly if there is a shortage of spare contacts within the 
interlocking; and the introduction of additional repeaters or 
different relays presents additional issues with respect to re-
testing. 

On the E30 project in Poland Bombardier has used its EBILock 
R4 CBI platform for this intermediate computer at Wegliniec and 
Legnica stations – developing a detailed specification for the 
CBI/Relay interlocking interface. The advantage of this approach 
is that the RBC sees this as an interface identical to any other 
CBI, but possibly with some reduced functionality. Effectively 
the relay interlocking becomes an internal sub-system of the 
interfacing CBI/vital computer. The high-level block diagram for 
Bombardier’s Polish implementation is shown below.

Based on the experience to date in providing ETCS L2 over 
relay interlockings the following guidance can be offered:

• Within many railways the documentation related to 
signalling assets is not always 100% accurate; particularly 
where large projects were implemented in phases or where 
later modification schemes have been done. This can lead 
to additional and perhaps initially unexpected, costs for 
correlation and/or re-work after what must be very well 
structured and comprehensive testing.

• Since communication is uni-directional it follows that any 
ETCS function requiring bi-directional communication cannot 
be offered. Great care must therefore be taken in developing 
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project specifications to ensure the client understands the 
limitations otherwise expensive re-work or derogations will 
result.

• It follows from the above that overlaying relatively simple 
layouts and operational requirements will be quite feasible 
but as layouts become more complex difficulties will be 
encountered unless the number and complexity of routing 
options are restricted. Since the boundary between ‘non-
complex’ and ‘complex’ is not always clear cut, this again 
reinforces the necessity for detailed work at the specification/
conceptual design stage.

• With uni-directional communication from interlocking to RBC 
and the latencies involved in the extra layers of hardware 
and software, the performance improvement normally 
possible with ETCS Level 2 cannot always be delivered and 
performance is more likely akin to a Level 1 system.

• Where redundant systems are used for any part of the 
implementation (2oo3) or particularly 2 X (2oo2) a reliability 
analysis of the full system configuration for all modes should 
be conducted to ensure that redundancy switching will not 
adversely affect traffic operation. This is to ensure that timing 
differences between the redundant systems and the specific 
handling of the RBC/CBI interface do not cause information 
to become lost or corrupted.

Whole Area Renewals
Where whole areas are being renewed such as in Denmark‘s re-
signalling ‘Mega project’ it makes clear sense for all interlockings 
to be renewed, not only from an ETCS interface perspective but 
also for reasons of logistics, software and hardware maintenance 
and spares holding. The challenges with such mega projects will 
be determining the stage works, commissioning, cut over (and 
most likely an ‘over and back’) strategy and implementation that 
allows the introduction of ETCS L2 operation without significant 
disruption to on-going services.

Putting EtcS Level 2 into operation, 
commissioning
Validation Strategy and practice
To reach the status of a completely tested interface from 
interlocking to RBC is one thing. To reach the status of 

completely satisfying the specified ETCS L2 operational 
requirements and gaining full safety approval is a much larger 
step which should not be underestimated. Converting an 
older interlocking of any type can be challenging for the safety 
approval process, even if part retains ‘grandfather rights’ a 
costly safety case may be needed for the interface and if the 
modifications concerned are too extensive with regards to 
functionality or contribution to system level safety integrity then a 
full safety analysis may be required with all of the costs and risks 
that brings.

Before starting the rollout of any specific ETCS L2 configuration 
over a railway network extensive laboratory simulation followed 
by trial operation over a limited area on a representative route is 
highly recommended. The duration of trial operation will depend 
on a number of factors including complexity and the extent of 
the follow-on implementations planned, but up to one year is not 
out of the question. During the trial phase, some adjustments 
will be necessary (e.g. on the interface between interlocking and 
RBC). Experience tells us that the trial phase will have several 
iterations both technically and operationally and will allow a 
growth in confidence in the safety and reliability of the combined 
system architecture.

Task sharing
Both RBC and interlocking system contain static information 
about track layout and track elements. The functions of each are 
(generally):

• Interlocking system
o Controlled by Centralised Traffic Control (CTC) and/or 

local control system;
o Setting and releasing of train routes;
o Proving the track is vacant (detection of track 

occupation) via track circuits/axle counters;
o Controlling of outside elements and systems, such as 

signal lamps, point machines, level crossing systems etc;
o Avoiding dangerous situations for train pathing, namely 

head-on collision, slanting collision and collisions with 
parked rolling stock.

• RBC
o Calculates movement authority;
o Transmits movement authority to the train by radio;
o Reacts on hazardous situations by withdrawing 

authorisations.
This task sharing can lead to synchronisation problems, because 
both static and dynamic data and even some operational 
functions may be available (and in some cases must be available) 
in both systems. This is not without some safety risks and a clear 
functional split and careful verification and validation is essential. 
Signal aspects displayed at ETCS Level 2 boundaries must be 
carefully coordinated/integrated by technical measures with the 
aspects of neighbouring signals (which may be controlled by 
another interlocking) as must the release speeds transmitted by 
the RBC.

Interlocking system sends data to RBC
For calculation of the movement authority, the RBC needs 
dynamic inputs, which are only available from the interlocking 
system as vital information, namely:

• The route is geographically clearly defined (starting and 
ending position, plus all relevant intermediate positions 
within the route);

• Route is safe (set and locked);
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High level block diagram for Bombardier’s implementation of ETCS 
technology on the E30 project.
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• Type of movement allowed on the route is defined (‘fully 
supervised’, ‘drive-on-sight’ or ‘shunting’);

• Unexpected switching of signal aspects of the route to red (or 
a change in route status leading to the same thing) initiated 
by the interlocking system in emergency situations.

Additional data transmission from interlocking system to 
RBC is possible (depending on national or local standards or 
requirements), but not absolutely necessary.

Whatever data is required will need spare contacts in the relay 
interlocking or the addition of repeater relays or different relays 
with more contacts, to provide the outputs to the RBC interface 
system. If repeaters or relay types with more contacts are added 
then fail safe design principles must be applied to these changes 
(to ensure that the new interface has no negative impact on 
existing relay interlocking functions), and it must be assured that 
the outputs to the RBC always fully correspond to the correct 
state of the interlocking (bearing in mind some of the timing and 
noise issues mentioned below). The relay interlocking will require 
revalidation/retesting for the functions or connections potentially 
impacted by the new interface. This may be a significant task, 
particularly if the original interlocking design information is no 
longer available or is not in a modern/suitable form.

For Legnica and Wegliniec stations on the Polish E30 project, 
this involved Bombardier in full testing with an NX (entry/exit) 
panel to:

• Test the correct functioning of circa 600 outputs from spare 
contacts and repeater relays.

• Validate the mapping of the individual relays to the individual 
inputs of the RBC interface system. The state of all relays 
affected by the new interface was changed using the NX 
panel and all signal aspects were exercised and points swung.

• Testing of software (conventional level interlocking logic used 
for the CBI/Relay interlocking interface). During this stage 
Bombardier tested that all states of the input information 
were processed in the correct way i.e. whether actual status 
of interfaced objects on the station was properly reflected in 
the system.

• Testing of ETCS functions: In this stage balise linking tests, 
moving train tests and degraded status tests were conducted 
to confirm and validate the results of off-line (laboratory/
factory) tests.

This all required a lot of test time and resources; significantly 
more than would normally be the case with a Bombardier CBI 
where formal methods and automatic testing are extensively 
used. 

RBc sending data to the interlocking system
The interface between RBC and interlocking system can be:

• unidirectional, if data is transmitted only from the interlocking 
system to the RBC;

• bidirectional, if data is transmitted in both directions.
In the Siemens Nordbahn project in Austria, and Bombardier’s 
Legnica and Wegliniec stations on the Polish E30 line, the 
RBC is interfaced with existing relay interlocking systems in 
a unidirectional approach, with some reduced functionality 
compared to that which could be provided with a bidirectional 
solution.

Depending on national or local standards, and/or depending 
on technical or operational requirements (e.g. to provide for 
a higher capacity of trains), bidirectional data transmission is 
necessary which really requires replacing the existing interlocking 
infrastructure with a CBI.

This balance between operational performance, first cost 
of renewal and the whole life cost of the specific area is 
fundamental to the determination of the business case for the 
particular scope and size of the project. Another IRSE ITC paper 
providing guidelines on the preparation of ETCS business cases 
is planned in the near future.

Other Lessons learned to date
ETCS equipment and Interlockings usually have similar quality 
and availability requirements for their power supplies, so the 
tendency will be to power both from the same power source 
(usually an uninterruptable power supply, UPS). However, SBB 
experience shows that 1/3 of all Interlocking power supplies are 
already overloaded and thus not able to feed additional ETCS 
equipment (especially in the test and commissioning phase, 

Often it is not just infrastructure such as interlockings which poses a challenge when 
overlaying ETCS. Existing rolling stock needs to have on board equipment and relevant 
driver machine interfaces fitted - often within a very constrained and electrically noisy 
environment. 
Left, Bombardier EBICab 2000 ETCS on-board DMI retro-fitted into Polish rolling stock.
Above, one of the fitted locomotives leaves Wegliniec station.
All photographs courtesy of Bombardier RCS.
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where the power supply may need to simultaneously feed both 
a class B [legacy] system and ETCS). Great care should therefore 
be taken to check total loading under all conditions in order to 
prevent overloading and potential outages.

Also some railways (c.f. SBB) have many interlockings still in 
operation using earthing concepts not acceptable today. This 
introduces an additional risk that the earthing and bonding 
concept must also be updated which is potentially very costly. 
Thus great care should be taken not to produce a system design 
that risks such a major earthing and bonding upgrade being 
required and the potential cost of this should be included in any 
risk assessment of the alternative solutions.

As stated above, the unidirectional interface involved in 
overlaying relay interlockings only provides information to the 
RBC about the state of relay contacts.

The biggest problem seen by Bombardier in the E30 project 
involved some specific functions of the relay interlocking systems. 
A particular problem was with automatic release of the train 
route. In the relay interlocking system the train route is released 
when the train has moved over the last set of points in the route 
without going to the end of the signal section. Thus when the 
train cleared the last set of points the interface informed the RBC 
that the route was released and therefore the RBC withdrew the 
authorisation for the train which was consequently tripped (i.e. 
braked to a stand) as it was still moving towards the end of the 
route. For this issue to be resolved without having to change the 
RBC, it was necessary to implement a timer (similar to that used 
for end-of-route release in a CBI) to sustain the route release 
information to the RBC. 

Another issue was temporary track circuit occupancy not 
caused by a train, i.e. track ‘bobs‘ or short term transients not 
uncommon in relay circuits. This situation would cause the route 
to be indicated as Degraded and the RBC to withdraw any 
authorisation given to enter this route. 

Similarly, transient ‘out of control‘ situations for some relay 
contact chains caused by switching time differences between 
relays can also generate a degraded status to be indicated to the 
RBC.

A general lesson learned is that the system which works as the 
interface between the relay interlocking system and RBC has to 
be as flexible as possible within safety limits and it should have 
suitable time delays in input circuits because relays are ‘noisy‘ 
and produce short term transient errors that need to be filtered 

For the Polish E30 project, Bombardier were involved in full testing of an 
existing NX panel to verify correct operation with ETCS.

In the same project, a monitoring tool was used to compare the 
status of relays and CBI states during testing.

out. The times for these ‘filters’ need to be chosen carefully to 
preserve safe functioning when there are real operational issues. 
The Bombardier approach of making the relay interlocking 
effectively a sub-system of the CBI handles all these issues within 
the CBI so that the RBC/CBI interface is no different than for 
any other implementation. Regardless of the specific approach, 
the relay interlocking logic needs to be well maintained and 
serviced (i.e. needs to be in good condition) and all maintenance 
procedures will need to be reviewed to ensure there are no 
adverse effects on ETCS operation.

As with any complex system there is a need to assess 
all possible operational modes of the mixed technology 
implementation, including degraded modes, and develop robust 
operational processes and procedures to handle all the required 
operational scenarios.

conclusion
Overlaying ETCS Level 2 onto non-CBI Interlockings is wholly 
possible and should now be considered as a proven approach.

However, the limitations of a unidirectional interface cannot 
be ignored. Specifications and contracts should be carefully 
developed taking that into account. The more complex the 
layout and the more demanding the operational requirements, 
the larger the test and validation burden becomes when 
compared to renewal with a CBI. The capital saving gained may 
become significantly eroded in considering a whole life cost 
business case. Any business case will also be dependent on how 
many installations any non-recurring costs of developing special 
interface units and producing safety arguments is spread across.

Siemens and Bombardier have both found the use of an 
intermediate safety critical computer to be the most efficient and 
effective way to facilitate the RBC/Interlocking interface.

Relay technology is robust, reliable and long lived but 
electrically ‘noisy‘ and slow compared with electronic systems 
and appropriate ‘matching/filtering’ needs to be included in any 
interface. 
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